Special Educational Needs

Education Paths

Minimum Admission Requirement for SEN Teachers:

- Five passes at SC/GCE ‘O’ level including English Language
- or acceptable alternative qualifications/relevant experience or RPL 4

Minimum Admission Requirement for Assistant SEN Teachers:

- Studied up to Form 3 and have at least 3 years of proven practice/experience in SEN sector
- Or have completed a Foundation Course in Special Education and/or hold a certificate RPL (SEN) Level 3

Minimum Admission Requirement for Carers:

- Primary School Certificate

Minimum Admission Requirement for Managers at certificate level:

- Five passes at SC/GCE ‘O’ level including English Language

Serving managers who do not hold required academic qualifications will have to undergo a pre-registration course that compensates the requirement for admission on the program.

The pre-registration course will consist of the following:

1. Communication skills
2. ICT
3. A track record of best practices to be reckoned at P.R.E